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You

Name
Title Mr

Given names Peter
Family name BOWDITCH

Address
Street

Suburb or Locality State
Postcode

Country Australia

eMail Address
peter@ratbags.com

Mobile
Number

What best describes your connection with this complaint?
General Public

Where did the events that led to your complaint occur? You must select a
state or territory.

Queensland

Q1. If we consider your complaint falls within the jurisdiction of another
government organisation or agency, in Australia or overseas, do you
consent to us referring your complaint information to us to that other
government organisation or agency?

Yes

Q2. If we need to make further inquiries about your complaint, do you
consent to us contacting the subject(s) of your complaint?

Yes

Who?

1. Company

Organisaton Name
LUTEC AUSTRALIA PTY LTD

ACN / ABN
071943185

Address
Suburb or Locality State

Postcode
Country Australia

1. Website
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Website Address
http://www.lutec.com.au/

What?

How much money ($AUD) or property is involved? eg. for $5,000.00 enter
'5000'. If no money or property is involved or the amount is not known enter
'0'.

1000000

Have you, or another person you know of, started legal proceedings over
this complaint?

No

When did the events that led to your complaint occur? Enter the Month and
Year e.g. 01/2001.

11/2007

Tell us what happened. Describe the events in the order they happened.
Include dates.

Lutec are circumventing the requirement for a prospectus
by requiring potential investors to certify that they are
"sophisticated investors". Lutec's product is a perpetual
motion machine, so the probability of investors receiving
a return is nil. As a prospectus must contain truthful
statements and a claim that a machine can produce more
energy than is put into the process cannot be true in this
universe, it is obvious why Lutec don't want to issue a
legal document making this claim.
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